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11 The Mediatization of Design on Social Network Media 

EBBESEN, Toke Riis; assistant professor | University of Southern Denmark, Denmark 

 

Social media, mediatization, media logics, social design, discourse analysis 

The representations of design on digital network services, like Instagram or Twitters, is of central 

importance to design today. However, although the production-consumption-mediation paradigm is well 

established within design history, culture and theory studies, little research has been published on the role 

of digital social mediation. Through the lense of a case study of an artistic social design product, the solar 

lamp Little Sun, this paper discusses how of design is mediated on digital social media, Instagram, Twitter 

and Amazon. The discursive staging of products, values and sentiments in visual and textual social media 

posts are analyzed in order to understand how producers, consumers, intermediaries interact with the 

design of platforms to co-program the meaning of the product. It is suggested as a starting point for further 

research into discovery, preservation and deeper understanding the role of the multitude of mediations of 

design products on digital social services, as well as the design of the services themselves.  

Introduction 

This paper is a case based explorative study on how users and companies negotiate the meanings of design 

products through mediations on digital social media services like Instagram. The approach has been to 

examine the communicative activities on digital social media by a heavily designer-led company, Little 

sun which in different ways and in different scales engage with consumers and other intermediaries on 

digital social media. The broader issue is how the meaning of design products are represented and 

negotiated by producers and consumers on digital social media, and how these mediations are affected by 

the design of the digital social media themselves. 

Exceedingly little has been published specifically on digital social media within the fields of design history, 

theory and culture. In her influential article, The Production-Consumption-Mediation Paradigm, Grace 

Lees-Maffei called for further research into how various media have in shaping consumption practices and 

consumer conceptions of designed products, as well as the how the mediating channels  themselves are 

designed and how products mediate (Lees-Maffei, 2009). Notably, she mentions traditional mass media 

channels, such as magazines, tv, museum displays, but no digital media at all. However, continuous 

digitizations and changes in the communication infrastructures of modern societies increasingly has led to 

a general mediatization of society (Hepp, Hjarvard & Lundby, 2015) which calls for serious consideration 

of digital social media. Mediatization research claim that digital media are often where consumers engage 



first with designers, companies and their products (Jansson, 2002; Smith, Fischer & Yongjian, 2012). Since 

Lees-Maffei’s call for mediation research, little has been published which engage with the now dominant 

mediating role of digital media, with the possible exceptions of Satell’s recent PhD thesis on mediagenic 

furniture (Satell, 2018) and Folkmann and Lorentzen’s study of Fritz Cola (2015). The present case study 

thus serves as an interdisciplinary and exploratory incursion into the study of design representations on 

digital social services. It is inspired by qualitative hermeneutic studies of text and visual expressions in 

digital media (Budge, 2017; Rose, 2016) and by studies of hash-tag-led mediation and consumption 

patterns on social network media (Highfield & Leaver, 2016). 

Social media logics and mediation 

According to widely cited researchers (Dijck & Poell, 2013), social media share four traits, or “logics”, 

that separate them from regular mass-media, like magazines or television: connectivity, popularity, 

datafication and programmability. Of these concepts, the present study has chosen to focus on the role of 

programmability in relation to the consumption and production of design, although they are inevitably 

interlinked. 

Programmability means one hand that what gets shared and how, is determined partly by obscure 

algorithms, following programmed rules that are hidden or opaque to the consumer, partly the interactional 

design of the social media service. At Stanfill writes, "the kinds of interaction a site offers expresses a 

normative choice on behalf of users on the service"(Stanfill, 2015; see also Smith & Kollock, 1999). On 

the other hand, what gets shared and liked, and how, when and where, is also to a large extent determined 

by networked consumers users outside of professional routines and practices (Smith et al., 2012: 61). 

Consumers can both sustain designer and company produced promotions of product by sharing or liking 

posts, or they can reactively produce and circulate their own reactive re-mediations of these products, often 

with completely new meaning potentials, be they satirical or critical, or otherwise idiosyncratic. This is 

often expressed in creative media artefacts such as collages, memes, photo-loops or gif’s, but also in more 

modest status updates (see Gal, Shifman & Kampf, 2016; Gürsimsek, 2016; Literat & van den Berg, 2017; 

Silva & Garcia, 2012). Hence, consumers, producers and various other intermediaries may all co-program 

both the visual and temporal scheduling of social network media, as well as the visual and textual 

representations of the mediated product. To sum up, on digital social media traditional, communication 

produced by companies and designers, in order to promote it, is mixed with communication produced by 

other cultural intermediaries and consumers, as well as influenced by algorithmic decisions inherent and 

expressed in the interface design of the specific media services. 



Case presentation: Little Sun 

This study is based on the social co-programming of a single product, the solar lamp "Little Sun", designed 

in 2012 by the Icelandic-Danish designer Olafur Eliasson and Danish engineer Frederik Ottesen and 

produced and marketed by their Berlin based German company Little Sun The product is a simple portable 

solar lamp, however rather conspicuously shaped unusual for this product type. A front solar panel and an 

LED light on the back is encased in a yellow ABS plastic form in the figure of an Ethiopian Meskell flower 

or perhaps a sunflower, with an attached hanger strap. 

Little Sun has continuously been mediated in traditional advertising, promotion, gallery catalogues, news 

media, and other outlets outside social media as an environmentally and socially responsible device, 

created by an artist, "an art object that works in life” (see Ebbesen, 2017). Eliasson’s continuous active 

presence at many, many academic and art related conferences and galleries has ensured that the product 

has been associated with him and his other works of light art, in effect connecting the utility of the product 

with the artists’ particular aestheticized vision of social and environmental improvements through 

avantgarde design. The lamp is not only distributed by NGO's using so-called "microeconomic " business 

models to people from "areas without electricity" in southern developing countries like Namibia or 

Uganda, it is also sold and marketed to affluent northern consumers through web shops, boutique lamp 

shops, museum stores, and art galleries. Thus, in spite of a discourse which to sell the lamp to socially 

conscious western art lovers, the intended users of the lamps live in areas without electricity, well outside 

western art circles. Interestingly, the toy-like lamp itself is certainly not designed in line with earlier images 

of social and sustainable design, for instances the shabby bric-a-brac DYI aesthetics suggested by Papanek 

in the seminal work Design for the Real World (1972). 

As Janzer & Weinstein has argued (2014), limits between persuasion and neutral product information is 

often in danger of collapsing in such social design projects. Instead of liberating, they posit the alleged 

primary intended users as passive recipients of a western neo-colonialism which only mirrors western 

ideals and elevates the originators. An example is the One Laptop per Child project (Huppatz, 2011) which 

extended a problematic global digital utopia through design in the name of laudable goals of social and 

environmental sustainability. This makes Little Sun particular interesting as a case of how negotiation of 

meanings and values of design products takes place on social media. How does consumers, given the 

choice, mediate the laudable goals values and sentiments of the product? Is the very positive enchanting 

communication of contexts and values for the product affected by the co-programming by platform 

services and networked consumers, and how does this affect the overall interpretation of the product? 



Methods 

The focus of this case study was to explore programmability operationalized as the discursive stagings, 

sentiments and valuations of the product. Three groups of communicative agents was analytically 

identified, based on the distinction between communication for and about the product suggested by Proni 

(2002). Communication for the artefact united the promotions of both Little Sun by the company, NGO's 

which distribute and promote the artefact, and other companies which directly sell or advertise the artefact. 

Communication about the product may either sustain existing communication for the product, by liking 

and sharing posts containing communication for the product, or it may assign independent values and 

contextual meanings to the product in creative or reactive remediations of the product. For analytical 

purposes, communication about the product divided in two groups. First, general consumers, assumed to 

be the core users of social network services, and second intermediaries, a varied class of art galleries, 

academic conference organizers, magazines, newspapers, NGO’s and artists. This last group may 

sometimes play a more ambiguous role in communication, but always recontextualize the product 

independently from product promotions. Furthermore, the role of design and user cultures of the specific 

social media services was interpreted in order to understand how this may have co-programmed these 

engagements. 

A wide range of digital sources, was initially surveyed for images, texts and hashtags posts, related to Little 

Sun. These sources included Twitter, Instagram, FaceBook, Kickstarter, Tumblr, Vimeo, YouTube, 

Amazon and Pinterest. Of these, in order to focus and balance the analysis, Twitter, Instagram and Amazon 

was selected for further analysis because here was found the most posts communicating about the product, 

while the other services were found to be dominated too heavily by communication for the product, leaving 

little material for analysis. 

Amazon can be broadly characterized as an online store were consumers buy and find information about 

products and services (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004).  All verified customer reviews on the product page of 

Little Sun was selected as a source of consumer mediation of the product. Also included for analysis was 

functions common to all Amazon product pages, the “Customers who viewed this item also viewed” and 

”Customers also shopped for” functions, which for any given product presents consumers with a wide 

range of related products based on previous user interactions on the site. 

Twitter and Instagram can be broadly characterized as social network media, based on the centrality of the 

networks, profiles and contents streams, in which users evaluate, comment and share images, text 

comments, hashtags and likes as their main features (Klastrup, 2016). Posts on Twitter and Instagram was 

gathered by browsing for hashtags like #eliasson, #littlesun or #connectedbythesun. This was done on the 

assumption that such hashtags assemble producers, consumers and other stakeholders in loosely connected 

networked publics (Lindtner et al., 2011) or brand publics (Arvidsson & Caliandro, 2016) defined by 



ephemeral aesthetic practices of following and liking of the product. For this paper, searches for the hashtag 

#littlesun was selected for analysis. Results without direct textual or visual representations of the product 

or Eliasson were removed from the main analytic sample, although the whole collection were used to gain 

insights into the general themes and emotional context present for the consumers searching for these 

hashtags. 

The analysis has focused specifically on differences between communication for and about the following 

analytical traits in the selected sources: 

• The rhetorical visual and textual staging (mise-en-scene) of the product (Rose, 2016; Stanfill, 2015). 

This was operationalized as interpretation of patterns of visual atmospheric situational contexts of 

the product, either visible in images or found in textual descriptions. 

• Specific attributions of value to the product. This was operationalized as interpretations of mostly 

textual and visual cues of value types, using the design value typology suggested by Boradkar (2010: 

50ff), i.e. use, aesthetic, social, emotional, economic, historic, cultural, political, environmental, 

brand and symbolic values. 

• The overall product sentiment or valence towards the product (positive/negative/neutral) (Hoffman 

& Fodor, 2010), as represented by visual markers (e.g. people smiling, colocation of the product with 

objects with strong connotations) and by markers in the texts of posts (e.g. use of words like “happy, 

smileys, etc.). 

For the social network media services, Twitter and Instagram, more than 2500 posts were sampled in the 

period 1. January- 25. June 9, 2017 to keep the sampling scope manageable for qualitative analysis, but 

still capture a reasonably representative set of product-related posts. The Amazon sample included both all 

reviews, dating back to 15. July 2013. This resulted in a total of 47 Amazon product reviews, 52 product-

related Twitter posts and 147 product-related Instagram posts selected for detailed analysis. Posts and 

comments from all sources was coded according to their contextual staging, sentiments and value 

attributions and general patterns have been extracted. So, what were the results? 

Analysis 

On Amazon, the product sentiment was almost unison positive (80% positive, 20% neutral), and posts had 

no negative comments, which is quite uncommon for product reviews, especially for six year old products. 

The product was dominantly appreciated for its use value (35%). This was reflected in the textual staging’s 

of the product, i.e. as a camping, night reading or emergency light or similar very practical use contexts, 

not connected at all with art and social issues. Another means of assessing the staged contexts of the 

product is looking at the products suggestions, typical of Amazon product pages, "Customers also viewed" 



and "Customers also shopped for". These were mostly camping, hiking and survival kits and solar lamps, 

again more utilitarian designs. 

However, many Amazon customers also explicitly dedicated their love to the "great", “cute” or "brilliant" 

Little Sun, i.e. emotional (20%), aesthetic (14%) and symbolic (12%) values, mainly in their staged 

capacity as gift objects or as props in kid’s rooms. Social, environmental and political valuations also 

occurred, but were clearly of minor importance for reviewers on Amazon.  

In contrast, on Twitter and Instagram services the mediations generated by consumers and intermediaries 

of Little to a much larger degree echoed the artistically and socially oriented discursive staging of the 

product in communication outside digital social media. Little Sun was mainly staged in artistic and 

academic settings, such as galleries, conferences, art exhibitions or in commercial settings (shop display 

windows, museum shops. Sometimes with Eliasson himself, celebrities or consumers implicitly or 

explicitly endorsing the product. Other variations depicted the product in beautiful “exotic” looking local 

settings in countries without electricity, typically with one person, clearly identifiable as “local”, non-

western person, wearing the product around the neck. Only a small minority of consumer and intermediary 

posts staged the solar lamp in other more private, but equally highly aestheticized settings, like in a window 

frame, on a breakfast table or in the garden. Of significance, the product was seldomly depicted in use, 

with the light turned on. The rare exceptions were images of children reading at night or the more often 

depiction in posts by intermediaries as a light source in artistic recontextualizations of Little Sun in art 

installations. 

Product sentiments on Twitter and Instagram also differed somewhat from Amazon. Although the general 

sentiment was again rather positive, with only one critical comment identified in the 199 total posts 

analyzed, interesting differences was found between platforms and communicator types. On Twitter, only 

40% deemed the product in a positive manner, while 60% of posts were neutral, compared to 75% positive 

and 24% neutral on Instagram. This difference was especially due to a much more neutral communication 

for the product on Twitter (64% versus 16%) and by consumers (55% versus 23%). It was also significant 

for intermediaries, but less pronounced (60 versus 40%), as the product was generally described in fewer 

and more distanced terms, especially when the product was staged as part of art installations. As to specific 

values associated with the product, they were similar across the two services, except that symbolic and 

aesthetic values played a larger role on Instagram, while environmental issues was more important in 

descriptions and staging of the product on Twitter. 

Users on both social network services saw brand values, i.e. mentions of Olafur Eliasson or the company's 

merits as very important. It is also significant that more kinds of values were found on both social networks 

than on the heavily use focused Amazon reviews. These differences can partly be explained by differences 



in the system design of each service and the interactional cues this provide. For instance, a service like 

Instagram, offers a very simple "click and like" interaction with posts. Users mark posts with a little "heart" 

icon. In this way functional and aesthetic interaction cues are visually connected to normatively promote 

only positive social interaction (Laestadius, 2017). Also, the overall discursive framing of the social media 

service affects how consumers may express themselves. In the case of Little Sun, it is apparent that as soon 

as a direct purchase is involved, as on Amazon and Kickstarter, this predisposes for a much higher focus 

on use value and eventually critique than in services where the main interactional mode is merely to 

comment on or like the product, especially in visually dominated platforms as Instagram and Pinterest. 

Sales and information-oriented sites, like Amazon, naturally posits consumers as individuals whose 

primary purpose is to buy products or services. Hence Amazon also predisposes for a discourse focusing 

more narrowly on individual use potential, rather than the more abstract social or environmental issues 

posed by the communication for the product elsewhere. In contrast, Instagram, with its discursive focus on 

aesthetics and positive emotional and symbolic photo sharing, may be better suited to express more 

symbolic values, and the heavily aestheticized visions inherent in the professional images of the product 

in “exotic” local settings, shared by Little Sun the company and its commercial and NGO partners. Finally, 

especially Twitter users are immune to obvious advertising (Voorveld et al., 2018: 52), which may explain 

the more neutral sentiments and fewer aesthetic and symbolic values expressed on that service. 

Conclusion 

To sum up, the result of this investigation was bleaker than anticipated. There was some degree of 

independent user programming, but most social media consumers and intermediaries really seemed to 

express themselves within the frames and valuations of the promotional discourse programmed by Little 

Sun the company. Clearly, although all these media—due to their programmability— are supposed to be 

"social" and potentially gives a voice to the underprivileged, as well as provide a potential channel for 

independent co-programming, in this case they were also limited in this ability. Significantly only one 

consumer advanced a critical voice in terms of wider critique of the product and its production and 

distribution concept itself. As social media scholar Christian Fuchs has forcefully argued, this lies in the 

constitution of social media themselves. Not only are they means of production which many users don't 

have access to, they are also massively dominated by commercial companies and spun in a commercial, 

appraising discourse of connectivity which makes it difficult to differentiate even between outright lies 

and genuine facts (Fuchs, 2011). In this case, not outright lies, but the enchanted communication for the 

product through digital social media.  

However, important differences were also found across the digital social media services studied, of which 

some can be explained by the co-programming in different discursive logics, interaction designs and user 



cultures of the services. As Voorveld et al. notes (2018), in reality the difference between various social 

media can be bigger than the differences from old media  

This by nature limited study is a case in point as to the many selections and trade-offs that are necessary 

to conduct research on digital social media. It calls for studies in much further detail and wider scope, how 

social network media affects the mediation of design. Design historians have a huge task ahead of them, 

in discovering, understanding and preserving the multitude of different mediations of design on social 

network services. 
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